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(1 – specificity) 189
2D sketch 97
2 AFC trial 35
3D model representation 97
3D shape characterization 167
95% confidence interval 212, 226
a posteriori probability density 29
a priori probability density 29
AAPM Task Group 18 (TG18) 399
absolute calibration 170
absolute contrast 340
abuse 321
acceptance radius 221
accuracy 188
accuracy estimates (AUCs or pAUCs) 206
AccuROC 200
a-contrario observer 42
active errors 311
active instruction 153
active learning 153
active matrix LCD (AM-LCD) 396
acuity 21, 82
adaptation luminance level 400
AFC methodology 358
Albert Rose model 49
alternative forced choice (AFC) 21, 178
alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic (AFROC) 179, 218
ambient lighting 377, 400, 406, 470
amplitude discrimination tasks 31
analytical analysis 150
anatomical background 65, 341, 344
anatomical background limited imaging 73, 76
anatomical clutter 339, 340, 342
anatomical noise 53, 65
anatomical structure 52, 65, 337
anatomical variability 244
anatomical variation 57, 64
anisotropy 166
anomalous trichromacy 87
anticipatory schemata 95
anti-SOS events 116, 128
area under the ROC curve (AUC) 11, 12, 178, 182, 194, 205, 253, 264
artifact limited imaging 73
artifacts 76, 344
artificial intelligence (AI) 3, 103, 266
artificial intelligence systems 139
artificial neural networks (ANNs) 103
asthenopia 88
attention selection 95
autocorrelation function 54
autocorrelator 33
automation bias 321, 323, 328, 329, 330
background 384, 385
background image noise 41
bandwidth 24
Bayes’ model 397
Bayes’ formula 104
Bayes’ system 104
Bayes’ Theorem 105
Bayesian decision strategy 33
Bayesian ideal observer 37, 67, 68, 104, 256
Bayesian observer model 44
Bayesian theory 104
BCK method 269
beam characteristics 356
beam quality 356
believability 322
bias 179, 255
bigamma model 110
binary classifier 187
binary classification 345
binary classification task 28
binormal assumption 193
binormal model 109, 193, 197
binormal ROC curve 193
bit depth 399
blurring effect 157
bootstrap methods 194, 197, 234, 265
bottom-up design 67, 101
Box–Cox transformation 193
breast imaging reporting and data system (BI-RADS) 221
brightness 408
Burger–Rose type phantom 51
calculated area under the ROC curve 286
calculating confidence intervals 266
cancer prevalence 278, 282
carpal tunnel syndrome 408
cascaded system analysis (CSA) 344
case sample variability 181
case-crossing 181
case-limited constraints 182
case-matching 181
cathode ray tube (CRT) display 396
CCD-based digital radiology (CCD-DR) 381
CD diagram 48, 49, 51, 58, 59, 61, 62, 67
CD slopes 45, 52
chance line 109
channel features 247
channel models 246
channelized Fisher–Hotelling model 44, 52, 56, 248, 255, 256
channelized nonprewhitening observer (CNPW) 248
channelized observers 69, 247, 255
channels 43, 69, 74, 255
checklists 119
circadian rhythms 401
class prevalence 189
class ROC analysis 201
classification 263
classification accuracy 177, 188
classification tasks 252
classifier performance 252
classify 368
clinical history 117
clinical image threshold 65
clinical prompts 119
clinical relevance 184
clustered fixations 83, 223
clustered lumpy backgrounds (CLB) 57, 60, 70
cognitive AI approach 142
cognitive error 2, 98
cognitive processing 150
cognitive schema 84
cognitive theories 92, 98
color 86, 93
color displays 395, 398, 400
color perception 86
color vision 86
color vision deficiencies 87
combined observer models 257
common 85
competition 103
complacency 327
correlation 103
correlated noise 40, 62
counter balanced study design 278
counterbalance 185
covariance 53
covariance matrix 241, 253
covariance matrix decomposition 254
covern decision 95
credibility 322
critical ratio (z) 12
cross correlation 33, 51
cross-validation 265
CSF 23, 24, 31
cumulative clusters 83
cumulative dwell time 132, 399
dark-adapted vision 49
data clustering 226
decision accuracy 30
decision centered process 95
decision errors 85, 115, 116, 132
decision making 91, 93
decision making error 108, 116, 117, 144, 369
decision making process 94
decision making time 369
decision sites 224
decision support 321
decision thresholds 134, 178, 189, 327
decision times 131, 163
decision variable 29, 241, 245
decommissioned binormal model 110
deliberate practice 148, 153
dense-DoG channels 61
depth discrimination 339
depth resolution 339
designer-level data 219
detect 368
detectability 347, 348
detectability index 12, 41, 55, 242, 243, 244, 348, 349, 361
detectability index ratio 69
detection 99, 261, 338, 346
detection accuracy 177
detection probability 22
detection rate (sensitivity) 298
detector quantum efficiency (DQE) 73, 342, 415
detector noise 157
deterministic background 56
deterministic signals 53
determinantal 87
DeVries-Rose model 16
diagnostic accuracy 3, 177, 178, 189, 261, 266, 398
diagnostic concept 102
diagnostic cues 325
diagnostic decision 94
diagnostic error 93
diagnostic hypotheses 102
diagnostic information 94
diagnostic task 357
dichromacy 87
DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) 86, 387, 393, 397
DICOM Grayscale Standard Display Function (GSDF) 86, 125, 382, 387, 393, 397, 400
Difference of Gaussian (DoG) signal 36
discovery scanning 151
discovery search process 142
discrete matrix-vector approach 240
discrimination 338, 347
discrimination tasks 68
disease prevalence 179
display contrast 386
display-ready image 380, 386
distraction 121
disuse 321
diversity modeling 328
domain specific knowledge 139
Dorfman-All method 12
Dorfman-Berbaum-Metz (DBM) analysis of ROC 207, 208, 216, 269
double reading 320
Dreyfus model 150
dual kVp 63
dwell time 114, 143
dwell time cut-off 85
dwells 369
dynamic luminance range 21
dynamic range 86
early visual processing 150
delay contrast 389
delay detection 385
delay detectors 171, 173
delay enhancement 55, 387, 390
delay spread function (ESF) 340
effective power spectrum 70
effective visual field 82
effectiveness 263, 325
efficiency 30, 31, 38, 177, 243, 266, 399, 400
efficient channels 255
efficient visual search patterns 86
embedded diagnostic schema (EDS) 148
empirical ROC curve 192
end-point 217
ensemble mean square error (EMSE) 253, 256
equivalence test 197
equivalent random noise spectrum 70
ergodic 53
ergonomics 3, 378, 406, 408, 409, 414
evaluation prompting 329
error and variation 9
error by a reader 323
error covariances 207
errors 82, 85, 107, 266, 295, 369, 414
errors of commission 322, 326, 327
estimation observer model 257
estimation receiver operating characteristic (EROOC) analysis 253
estimation tasks 252, 253
exemplars 146
experience 86, 93, 180, 314, 330, 368, 369, 370, 374, 382, 395, 398
expertise 3, 17, 86, 98, 103, 139, 141, 145, 313, 413, 414
experiments 98, 99, 311, 327
exposure equalization 391
exposure quanta 75
eye fatigue 304, 409
eye position analysis 82
eye position recording 86
eye strain 385, 411
eye tracking 14, 82, 99, 140, 371, 416
eye tracking research 369
eye-brain system 50, 144, 145
eye-fixture scanning patterns 140
eye-model prewhitening (PWE) observer 247
eye-movement recording 144
eye-position 15, 401
eye-positioning recording techniques 398
failure of perception 107
false negative (FN) 11, 187, 326, 364, 370
false positive (FP) 187, 189, 218, 242, 299, 312, 316, 348, 370
false prompts 325, 327
false-target recalls 328
fatigue 87, 88, 177, 378, 398, 401
faulty decision 108, 117
faulty image search 117
faulty pattern recognition 108, 116, 117, 118
faulty scanning 108
feature extraction 262
feedback 98, 99, 184, 414
figure of merit 26, 42, 216, 219, 226, 229, 230, 253, 263, 353
finite end-point property 226
first read 315
Fisher linear discriminant 37, 67, 247
Fisher method 37
Fisher–Hotelling model 37, 41, 44, 58, 61, 247, 348, 353
fixation clusters 401
fixation dwell times 15
fixation survival curves 15
fixations 83, 85, 223
fixed factor 207
fixed noise 43
flash 95, 99
flat panel detectors (FPDs) 336
flat panel digital radiology (FP-DR) 381
focal accommodation 88
focal attention 150
focal search 96
forced choice experiments 241
foreground 385
forward reasoning 149, 150
fovea 49, 81
fovea gaze 49
foveal inspection 223
foveal scanning 144
foveal vision 82
FP detections 264
free response 216, 218
free response data 217, 222
free response performance 237
free response pseudovalue matrix 229
free response receiver operating characteristic (FROC) 13, 61, 62, 179, 201, 217, 251, 264
free response studies 217, 218
free-response methodology 219
frequency domain matched filtering 30
full resolution 375
fully-crossed design 181, 185, 271
functional connections 102
gaze-dwell time 108, 115, 116, 117, 127, 131
generalized estimating equations (GEE) 206
Gestalt view 144
global 16, 101, 144, 146
global focal 144
global Gestalt 120
global impression 2, 84, 85, 99, 142, 143, 144
global initial response 98
global phase 96
global response 140, 145, 223, 224
global statistically non-stationary noise 42
global-leveling processing 153
gold standard 68, 179, 187, 200, 263, 280
graphical user interface 183
GraphROC 199
gray levels 399
gray scale rendering 382, 384
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gray scaling 94
ground truth 242
grouping phenomenon 100
Guyon’s canal syndrome 408
Hanley–McNeil algorithm 194
Hawthorne effect 149
heuristic search 142
high contrast 390
high resolution foveal vision 83
high threshold theory 30
HIPPA 179
historical control 276, 280
historical control clinical trials 286, 287
holistic recognition 144, 145, 146, 150, 151, 153
holistic view 103
Hotelling observer 37, 39, 56, 247, 253, 254, 255
Hotelling trace coefficient 67
Hotelling trace criterion (HTC) 37
Hough transforms 385
human absolute efficiency 58
human computer system 321
human contrast sensitivity functions 246
human detection 413
human efficiencies 34, 51
human factors 321
human observer performance 56, 62
human observer templates 68
human signal detection 26
human visual system 21, 81, 86, 165, 255, 387, 399
hybrid images 55, 180
hybrid images method 57
hypothesis testing 196
ideal channelized Hotelling observer 68
ideal detector 157
ideal observer model 26, 30, 32, 33, 35, 67, 68, 104, 256, 257, 356
ideal observer performance 17, 75
ideal prewhitening observer 36, 38
image compression 41
image decomposition 338
image domain internal noise model 248
image intensifier 49
image interpretation 9
image noise 357, 361, 362
image perception 81, 287
image perception errors 261
image processing 174
image processing techniques 402
image quality 3, 9, 66, 163, 251, 257, 340, 344, 356, 357, 362, 401, 413, 415
image recovery 262
image science 44, 413
image segmentation technique 262
image statistics 240
image structure 53
improper bimodal model 110
independence assumption 219
independent Gaussian likelihood ratio 245
independent reading 291
independent study 278
indicatrix 165
individual channels 56
individual decision variables 245
induced internal noise 56, 70
induced noise 34
information processing 83
information processing capacity 117
information processing theory 84
information theory 91, 103
initial analysis 370
initial detection and candidate analysis (IDCA) method 219, 222, 230
initial response 99
interfaces 395, 401
internal noise 31, 34, 35, 40, 52, 56, 61, 67, 241
internal noise component 246
internal noise covariance matrix 247, 248
internal noise power spectrum 246, 247
inter-observer variability 181, 268, 283, 290, 292, 293, 295, 296, 298, 302, 311, 370
inter-observer variance 91
interpretation 163, 184
interpretation errors 2, 311
interpretation process 81, 100
interpretation time 163
interception technique 111, 112
intra-case (equivalent to between view) correlations 235
intra-observer variability 181, 268, 292, 293, 295, 296, 302, 311
intra-observer variance 91
introspection 107
ironies of automation 321
isotropic low-pass filtered ramp image noise 52
jackknife approach 197, 229, 234
jackknife pseudovalue 207
JAFROC 219, 229
JMP 199
just-noticeable difference (JND) 21, 415
just-noticeable difference (JND) model 43
kernel-based approach 192
kernel-estimate 192
KS index 195
LABMMRMC 208
laboratory observer performance studies 277, 287
Laguerre–Gauss basis functions 56, 255
large-area CCD-based detectors 336
latitude 383, 384, 390
Lawley–Hotelling or Hotelling–Lawley trace 67
lesion detection 361
lesion enhancement 262
lesion localization (LL) 217, 221
lesion localization fraction (LLF) 217
likelihood ratio 256
likelihood ratio approach 29
liminal brightness increment (lbi) 82
linear discrimination analysis (LDA) 44, 52, 67
linear observer 36, 240, 241, 245, 253, 254
linear systems theory 68, 157
line-spread function (LSF) 340
literal perception 95
localization 237, 338
localization accuracy 220
localization ROC (LROC) 13, 110, 179, 201, 216, 253, 257
localization task 261
local-level perceptual processing 153
logarithmic encoding 382
log-likelihood function 225
log-log CD diagram 59
long-term memory (LTM) 140
low contrast 390
luminance adaption 43
lumpy background 67, 69, 70, 256
Mach bands 23
MAFC 33
Mahalanobis distance 67, 244
M-alternative signal identification 33
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank sum U statistic 194
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 256
masking 53, 56, 392
matched filtering 24, 35
matching-rule modeling 146
matrix decomposition 254
matrix inversion lemma 255
maximum likelihood 12
maximum statistical power 230
mean vector 241
measurement noise 251, 252, 257
matched filtering 24, 35
matrix decomposition 254
matrix inversion lemma 255
maximum likelihood 12
maximum statistical power 230
mean vector 241
measurement noise 251, 252, 257
MedCalc 199
medical error 311
medical image interpretation 139
medical image perception 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 17, 81, 85, 269, 413, 415
Medical Image Perception Society (MIPS) 413
Medical Image Perception Society Conference 413
memory effect 177, 181, 185
mental models 95
mental protocol 153
mental schemata 95
MEQ/DQE approach 75
method of adjustment 22
method of free response 13
metric of imaging performance 340
misclassifications 224
misperception 369
missing or erroneous data 185
misuse 321
mixture distribution analysis 145
mixture distribution model 145
model observer decision variables 243
model observers 42, 58, 73, 76, 181, 185, 240, 241, 345
model selection bias 265
modified DBM method 208
modified model 67
modulation transfer function (MTF) 16, 22, 37, 51, 75, 76, 157, 244, 340, 343, 356, 372, 398
Moire artifacts 393
monochromacy 87
Monte Carlo 35
multiple channel models 43
multiple visual channels 21, 23
multi-reader multi-case (MRMC) 12, 77, 204, 216, 228
mutually exclusive 187
naming 101
NCSS 199
negative predictive value (NPV) 188
Neisser’s decision model 97
new search patterns 375
noise 26, 27, 52, 53, 74, 75, 160, 162, 166, 266, 340, 357, 368, 371, 376, 390, 398, 406
noise and structure 65
noise contribution measure 66
noise effects 399
noise equivalent quanta (NEQ) 47, 51, 342, 343, 415
noise multiplexing 75
noise power spectrum (NPS) 47, 75, 157, 244, 341, 362, 398
noise spectral density 35
noise stationarity 75
noise vector 251
noise-sites 224
non-inferiority 197
non-lesion localization (NL) 217, 221
non-parametric (NP) analysis AUC 230
non-parametric asymptotic method 197
non-parametric (trapezoidal/Wilcoxon) curve fitting 214
non-parametric fitting techniques 192
non-parametric ROC curve 193
non-prewhitening matched filter (NPW) observer 47, 62, 74, 245, 246, 249, 348, 353
non-zero effect size 227
normal cumulative distribution function 193
normalized pseudovalue 207
novices 99
non-prewhitening matched filter with eye filter (NPWE) 35, 37, 39, 43, 44, 51, 52, 55, 58, 60, 67, 70
null hypothesis (NH) 226
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem 29
objective measurements 170
observer absolute efficiency 35
observer decision variable 241
observer efficiency 28, 31, 32, 35, 74, 243
observer modeling 415
observer models 251, 415
observer performance 41, 358
observer selection 180
observer study 269
observer-crossing 181
observer-limited constraints 182
observer-matching 181
Obuchowski–Rockette method 234
OBUMRM 208
one-shot estimate of MRMC variance of AUC 269
operating point 191, 198, 292, 312, 313
optical density 382
optimal display processing 384
optimal linear observer 253
optimistic bias 265
optimization 349
optimization 349, 353
ordinal data 191
original image 380
overlook 364
parallel processing 103
parametric methods 193
partial area 194
partial area AUC 230
partial area under the ROC curve (pAUC) 178, 195, 206
patient case variability 269
patient structure 52, 54, 56, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 70
pattern recognition 37, 134, 262, 263
pattern recognition analysis 67
perceived brightness 382, 387
percent correct 359
percept 117
| perception 311 | proper binormal model 193 |
| perception experiments 177 | proper constrained binormal model 124 |
| perceptual analyzers 146 | proper contaminated binormal model 124 |
| perceptual brightness intervals 387 | proper models 109 |
| perceptual categorization 146 | proper ROC curves 109 |
| perceptual cognitive skills 139 | proportion of correct responses 242 |
| perceptual contrast 387 | PROPROC 208 |
| perceptual cycle 117 | prototypic normal schema 142 |
| perceptual differences 382 | proximity criterion 221 |
| perceptual effects 290 | pseudo values 234 |
| perceptual errors 311, 313 | pseudo-ROC 222, 226 |
| perceptual feedback 15 | psychometric function 24 |
| perceptual grouping 402 | psychometric function plots 57 |
| perceptual interference 93 | psychophysical 181 |
| perceptual learning 140, 148, 149 | psychophysical methods 21 |
| perceptual linearization 86, 397 | psychophysics 9, 16, 91 |
| perceptual mechanisms 414 | quality 356, 367, 392 |
| perceptual misclassifications 374 | quality control (QC) 397 |
| perceptual models 3 | quality image 368 |
| perceptual quality 387, 392 | quantum efficiency 26, 27 |
| perceptual set 114 | quantum fluctuations 50 |
| perceptual/cognitive framework 146 | quantum noise 50, 65, 73, 356 |
| perceptually equivalent 86 | quantum sink 50 |
| perceptually linear response 387 | quantum-limited imaging 73 |
| perceptually linearized 86, 398 | quasi pseudovalues 208 |
| perceptually optimal tone scale 387 | radiologist error 311 |
| perfect classifier 198 | random effects ANOVA 207 |
| perfect diagnostic test 190 | random effects models 206 |
| performance accuracy 148 | random factors 207 |
| peripheral vision 2, 82 | random noise 49, 52, 53 |
| photon fluence 49 | random noise power spectrum 36 |
| photon-counting detectors 336 | randomized 184 |
| photopic vision 27, 49 | randomized controlled clinical trials 276, 280 |
| picture archiving and communication system (PACS) workstations 4 | randomly selected cases 207 |
| Piper’s law 21 | randomly selected reader 207 |
| point spread function (PSF) 23, 340 | rating-scale experiments 242 |
| Poisson assumption 234 | ratio of contrast thresholds 243 |
| pop-out 99, 223 | raw image 380 |
| populations 207 | reader disagreement 10, 295 |
| positive predictive rate for biopsy 308 | reader efficiency 398 |
| positive predictive value (PPV) 188 | reader or doctor limited imaging 73 |
| posterior probability 104 | reader skills 290 |
| power spectrum 54, 57, 62, 63, 70, 75 | reader variability 204, 269, 292 |
| power spectrum measurements 49 | reading order effects 278 |
| power-law dependence 58 | reading patterns 290, 375 |
| power-law exponent 52, 58 | reading time 301, 395 |
| power-law form 54 | recall rate 282 |
| preattentive representation 151 | receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis 216, 243, 277 |
| preattentive stage 150 | receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves 108 |
| premature halting 114 | receiver operating characteristic (ROC) techniques 415 |
| prevalence 99 | receptive field 25, 74, 247 |
| prewhitening 80, 67, 74 | recognition 93, 97, 115, 132, 369 |
| prewhitening matched filter (PWMF) 29, 30, 40, 51, 67, 68, 244, 245, 246, 249 | recognition error 85, 93, 108, 115, 144 |
| primacy effect 102 | recognition schema 101 |
| prior sketch 97 | recognize and detect-search-decide 146 |
| prior information 93 | region of interest 216 |
| prior probability 104, 245 | region-of-interest-based ROC (ROIROC) 179 |
| probabilistic reasoning 92, 104 | relative calibration 170 |
| probability density function (PDF) 53, 55, 242, 251 | relative efficiency 243 |
| probability theory analysis 30 | relative measurements 170 |
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relative noise 340
relative reliability 188
repetitive stress injuries 406, 409
representation 92, 97
resampling techniques 197, 219
resolution 159, 357, 398
response times 108, 118, 124, 401
Rico's law 21
ROC equivalent rating 218, 229
ROC index of detectability 12
ROCFIT 12, 200
Rose model 16, 17, 26, 48, 57, 66, 74, 76
Rose-Burger phantom 48, 50
RSCORE 208
RSCORE-J 130
Saccades 85
sample size 181, 182, 185, 200
sample size estimation 234
sampling efficiency 31
Sarnoff JND Metrix visual discrimination model (VDM) 62
satisfaction of meaning 16
satisfaction of search (SOS) 2, 16, 93, 107, 108, 133, 177, 295, 313
satisfaction of search effect 109
satisfaction of search error 295
saturation defect 74
scalar decision variable 242, 252
scalar internal noise 246
scale factor 358
scan parameters 356
scan pattern 399
scanning 132
scanning error 108, 115, 144
scanning slot detectors 335
scanning strategies 140
scan-path distance 85
scan-paths 14, 85
scatter to primary (S/P) 64
Schade's signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) 74
schema 95, 99, 102, 142, 149, 150
schemata 95, 98, 102
scoring 221
scoring criteria 277
scotopic vision 27, 49
search and detect-recognize-decide 146
search efficiency 86
search error 85, 369
search expertise 237
search model 140, 223, 224, 237
search patterns 82, 83, 370
search time 112
second reader paradigm 271, 315, 316
second-order statistics 171
sectional X-ray images 94
segmentation 263
semiparametric (RSCORE) 214
sensitivity 104, 188, 264, 270, 285, 312, 320, 324, 330, 367
separate or historical 270
sequential ideal observer analysis 35
sequential method 291
sequential studies 270, 278
sharpness 387
signal 74
signal absent function 242
signal detectability 26
signal detection 26, 41, 73, 321
signal detection analysis 74
signal detection performance 56
signal detection task 252, 253
signal detection theory 11, 12, 26, 48, 52, 74, 75, 135, 240
signal known exactly (SKE) 52, 244
signal known exactly but variable (SKEV) 33, 40, 244
signal known exactly/background known exactly (SKE/BKE) 27
signal known statistically (SKS) 40, 244
signal location 257
signal threshold 31
signal-sites 224
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 17, 26, 37, 38, 47, 51, 73, 74, 244, 253, 389, 398, 415
simplicity and likelihood principle 99
SIMSTAT 199
simulated signals 48
skill 313
skilled decision making 97
slope of the ROC curve 198
spatial 43
spatial frequencies components 157
spatial frequency channels 39, 43, 76
spatial frequency characteristics 247
spatial patterns 171
spatial resolution 81, 339, 344, 357, 371
spatial vision 67
specific operating point 195
specificity 188, 251, 264, 300, 320, 330
spectral density function 53
spectral leakage 54
spectrum analysis 59
split-plot designs 215
sporadic 85
SPSS 200
standard binormal model 110
standard binormal 122
standard of ground truth 301
standard of truth 312
STAR 200
STATA 200
stationarity 44
stationarity assumption 42
statistical efficiency 74
statistical power 200, 219, 220, 227, 232, 235
statistical power penalty 220
statistical sense 30
stereopsis 97
stereoscopic 87, 402
stutter driven 95
stimulus extent 344
stimulus magnitude 344
stochastic noise 344
stochastic processes 53
strain 402, 406
strictly stationary 53
structure 93
structure effects 63
structure or anatomic noise 53, 357
structured background 56
subdomains 141
subject variability 204
subjective preference 177
sub-optimal nonprewhitening 36
subsymbiotic processing 150
surface element 167
symmetry index 195
system noise 57, 65
systematic effects 328
task-based optimization 66
technical errors 311
template 30
test cut-off value 266
test-statistic 227
texture 165, 347, 357
texture of signal detectability 11, 27
threshold 28, 241
threshold amplitude vs. size effect 58
threshold contrast 397
threshold defect 74
threshold ratios 65
time course functions 113
time efficiency 315
time of interpretation 370
tomosynthesis 339
tone scale rendering 387
tone-scale curves 390
tone-scale mapping 391
top-down model 67, 101, 151
total search time 119, 131
total viewing time 399
tracking eye movements 369
training 184, 253, 272, 312, 314, 315, 330, 368
trapzoidal rule 110, 194
trapezoidal/Wilcoxon 208
trial decision variable 245
tritanomaly 87
tritanopia 87
true (or population) end-point 225
true negative (TN) 187
true negative fraction (TNF) 188
true positive (TP) 11, 187, 370
true positive fraction (TPF) 188, 218, 242, 348
true prompts 327
truncation fraction 228
truth 179, 187, 200
truth (gold standard) 220
tunnel vision 304
twinned background method 56
two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) 179, 253
two one-sided tests (TOST) 197
two-stage model 145
two-stage process 223
type I errors 228
type II errors 228
uncertainty estimation problem 265
uncorrelated statistical noise 51
uninformative classifier 198
useful visual field 15
utilities 198
variability 10, 11, 12, 13, 85, 177, 181, 257, 271, 283, 370, 371
variability estimation 265
variance components estimates 211
variances 242
variation 10
verifying linearity 381
viewing angle 398
viewing time 370, 401
vigilance 322
visibility 406
visual acuity 81
visual analog scales (VAS) 94
visual channels 25
visual contrast threshold 393
visual difference model 43
visual discrimination model (VDM) 43
visual dwell 83
visual errors 2, 91
visual fixations 14
visual information processing 91
visual interpretation 94
visual neglect 133, 134, 135
visual reasoning activity 91
visual representation 97
visual sampling 140
visual scan pattern 152
visual scanning 14, 140
visual scenes 91
visual search 82, 84, 95, 140, 141, 413, 414
visual search efficiency 398
visual search patterns 177
visual search strategies 142
visual signal detection 30
visual signal detection probability 30
visual strategy 148
visual system channels 38
visual threshold 75
visualization 268
volume under the ROC surface (VUS) index 201
volumetric imaging systems 335
washout interval 278
Weber-Fechner law 21
Weber’s law 21
white noise 26
wide-sense stationary (WSS) processes 53
Wiener estimator 255, 256
window functions 54
Woodbury matrix inversions lemma 254
workflow 395
X-ray image intensifiers (XRIIs) 335
Youden index 195, 198
z-sample 224